Finite-size scaling in silver nanowire films: design considerations for practical devices†
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We report the first application of finite-size scaling theory to nanostructured percolating networks, using silver nanowire (AgNW) films as a model system for experiment and simulation. AgNWs have been shown to be a prime candidate for replacing Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) in applications such as capacitive touch sensing. While their performance as large area films is well-studied, the production of working devices involves patterning of the films to produce isolated electrode structures, which exhibit finite-size scaling when these features are sufficiently small. We demonstrate a generalised method for understanding this behaviour in practical rod percolation systems, such as AgNW films, and study the effect of systematic variation of the length distribution of the percolating material. We derive a design rule for the minimum viable feature size in a device pattern, relating it to parameters which can be derived from a transmittance–sheet resistance data series for the material in question. This understanding has direct implications for the industrial adoption of silver nanowire electrodes in applications where small features are required including single-layer capacitive touch sensors, LCD and OLED display panels.

1. Introduction

Random silver nanowire (AgNW) networks have attracted significant attention in recent years as a potential alternative to Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) in many applications; particularly capacitive touch sensors. Recent market analysis suggests that AgNW films may attract up to a 10% share of the transparent conductor market by 2025, with a total market value of approximately $900 m per year.1 As such, it is critical to understand the behaviour of these materials in the context of real devices.

Particulate films behave inherently differently as transparent conductors to continuous material films such as ITO. The most notable and well-studied difference is the presence of a “percolative” region in their transmittance–resistance curves.2–6 This is where the conductivity of the film scales as a power law with the particle density (measured either using the surface fraction5,6 or the film thickness5). This conductivity scaling is well understood in terms of percolation theory.7

The production of working devices from a transparent conductive film involves patterning of the material to produce isolated electrode structures. This can be easily achieved by either lithographic processes or laser ablation.8 For continuous materials like ITO the sensor design can rely on the sheet resistance of the film being constant for different feature sizes. For materials such as AgNW films, however, percolation theory predicts a more complex behaviour termed “finite-size scaling”.7 As feature sizes become progressively smaller, the average sheet resistance of the film varies according to a power law, and there is also an increase in the spatial variability. The prominence of these effects is also a function of the density of the nanowire network. Aspects of this behaviour have previously been experimentally observed.8,9

In this paper we show experimental observations of the finite-size scaling effect in industrially relevant AgNW films patterned by laser ablation, as well as simulation results. By applying established finite-size scaling theory we develop a design rule for small features in nanowire films. This rule relates the minimum feature size that maintains a constant film sheet resistance to the nanowire size distribution and film density. We expect this to have a significant impact on industrial-scale device design employing silver nanowire films as a transparent conductive layer.
2. Methods and materials

2.1 Silver nanowire material

AgNW dispersions were purchased from a commercial supplier and diluted from their as-received state with isopropanol (IPA) to a ratio of 0.75:10 by weight. The mean length and length standard deviation are measured to be ⟨l⟩ = 12.4 μm and σl = 4.5 μm respectively (from AFM). The diameters are approximately normally distributed with ⟨d⟩ = 30 nm and σd = 4 nm.

2.2 Ultrasonic treatment and spray deposition

Ultrasonication of diluted AgNW dispersions was performed using a Fisher Scientific FB15051 ultrasonic bath (~300 W nominal output power) in swept frequency mode. Spray deposition was performed using a consumer airbrush with a commercial air compressor (Impax IM200-12L). A spraying pressure of 5 bar was used.

2.3 AFM characterisation

AFM measurements were performed on an NT-MDT AFM system in semi-contact mode, using cantilevers with a resonant frequency between 200 and 300 kHz. For length distribution measurements, three 100 × 100 μm fields were taken on each sample, and length measurements were made using ImageJ software.

2.4 UV-Visible spectroscopy and sheet resistance measurements

UV-Visible spectral measurements were performed using both a Shimadzu UV2501PC dual-beam spectrophotometer and a Camspec M350 dual-beam spectrophotometer. Transmittance measurements for the un-coated substrates were taken for each sample. All transmittance values are measured at 550 nm unless otherwise stated.

Sheet resistance for large films is measured in a two-point geometry by applying bar electrodes of silver paint (Agar Scientific G3790) with along-bar resistance of order 1 Ω to opposite ends of the sample. Measurements were made using a Keithley 2400 Sourcemeter. For patterned track structures, silver paint electrodes are also applied and the resistance of the track measured by an ISO-Tech IDM 61 Multimeter.

2.5 Laser processing

AgNW and ITO films are laser ablated using a 1064 nm laser (SPI G4 20 W HS series laser) with an 18 ns pulse duration (FWHM), operating at 100 kHz. The beam is focused through a telecentric F-theta lens and manipulated through a galvanometer scanner (ScanLab). Single shot laser ablation is overlapped through the scanner to produce electrically isolating scribes. The design is defined by a CAD drawing and split up into a number of tiles because of the limited scan field. These tiles are stitched together using step movements of an X-Y stage.

The CAD design comprises an array of narrow tracks 30, 45, 60, 75 and 100 μm wide with contact pads at either end. The width of the patterned lines varies slightly depending on the film material because of the different ablation threshold fluences of AgNW films.

3. Results and discussion

Large area films (of the order of 5 × 10 cm) of AgNWs on glass substrates are patterned by laser ablation to produce a set of “dog bone” track structures which have a conductive region of width w (and length l ≫ w) electrically isolated from the rest of the film material. Fig. 1(A) shows a characteristic optical micrograph of an isolated track structure from this study. The process of laser ablation of nanowire materials is described in detail elsewhere. For each value of w the test the average sheet resistance (and standard deviation in the sheet resistance) is measured over 21 samples to investigate the statistical effect of conforming percolating nanowire films to narrow geometries. These results are shown in Fig. 1(C) and are compared to electrical percolation simulations of nanowire films in narrow-track geometries.

The algorithm used in these simulations is a variation on that described by Li and Zhang; a detailed description is given in the ESL.† Fig. 1(B) gives an example of the model structure. AgNWs (black rods) are distributed isotropically on a square domain, with lengths sampled from the fitted distribution functions shown in Fig. 3(A). Only the sub-region of the AgNW network inside the red box is considered when the sheet resistance is calculated, simulating the narrow track structure; the NW–NW junctions in this area are shown (green dots). Electrical calculations are performed assuming a fixed value for the inter-nanowire junction resistance, and the nanowire resistivity used is that of bulk silver.

According to finite-size scaling (FSS) theory, any variable σ in a percolation problem that scales according to σ = σ0(p − pc)ν, in the infinite domain limit, can be described by:

\[ \sigma(p, L) = L^{-\frac{\nu}{\nu_X}} X \left( \left( \frac{p - pc}{pc} \right)^{\frac{1}{\nu}} \right)^{\frac{1}{\nu}} \]

where L is the smallest linear dimension of the domain normalised to the bond length or lattice spacing; μ is the scaling exponent of the property σ; ν is the finite-size scaling exponent which takes a universal value of 4/3 for two-dimensional systems; p is the occupation probability (in a bond or site percolation problem); pc is the critical occupation probability for percolation, also known as the percolation threshold. The FSS function X is expected to be universal for all systems with the same dimensionality and boundary conditions, provided a suitable non-universal “metric factor” is applied to its argument.

For the case of electrical sheet resistance in real films we can translate eqn (1) to the continuum case;†
Aspects of the percolation scaling of AgNW films which are relevant to the FSS behaviour can be deduced directly from transmittance–sheet resistance (T–R) measurements. As described elsewhere, the authors have developed a T–R model designed to describe the behaviour of rod-like percolating transparent conductor materials (such as metallic nanowires or carbon nanotubes) taking account of their length distribution:

\[ T = 10^{-Q_{\text{ext}} \frac{d}{\langle l \rangle} \left( \frac{\langle l \rangle^2}{\langle l \rangle} \right)^{\frac{1}{m}}}, \]

where \( T \) is the film transmittance; \( Q_{\text{ext}} \) is the nanowire extinction efficiency (calculated using finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations); \( d \) is the nanowire diameter; \( \langle l \rangle \) and \( \langle l^2 \rangle \) are the mean length and mean squared length of the nanowires; \( M' \) and \( m \) are parameters describing the power law dependence of the sheet resistance \( R_S \) on film density (proportionality constant and critical exponent, respectively); \( \eta_{s,c} = 5.6372... \) is the continuum percolation threshold filling factor for rods on a two-dimensional plane. Filling factor is used to describe the percolation behaviour in this way as \( \eta_{s,c} \) is expected to be universal. A derivation and discussion of this model is given in prior work.

As can be seen in eqn (2) and (3), several parameters relevant to the FSS behaviour can be extracted from the \( T\text{--}R \) curve of a material by fitting eqn (3) to experimental \( T\text{--}R \) data; namely the conductivity exponent \( m \) and the length distribution parameter \( \langle l^3 \rangle/\langle l \rangle \) (and as a result the critical transmittance \( T_C \)). The critical transmittance is defined in the limit that \( R_S \to \infty \) in eqn (3), which is the film transmittance at the percolation threshold. The term \( T_C \) is defined by the microstructural properties of the nanowires (diameter, length distribution statistics), their optical interactions (extinction efficiency) and the universal percolation threshold for rods.
Fig. 2(A) illustrates this $T-R$ fitting on an experimental data series (a.k.a. $T-R$ curve) for as-received AgNW material. Eqn (3) is fitted to the experimental data using $(\langle L_s^2 \rangle/\langle l \rangle)$, $M'$ and $m$ as fitting parameters, where $d = (30 \pm 4)$ nm was determined by TEM measurements. The optimised fit values are $(\langle L_s^2 \rangle/\langle l \rangle) = (13.8 \pm 0.2) \mu m$, $M' = (1800 \pm 200) \Omega^{-1}$ and $m = 1.33 \pm 0.044$, where uncertainties were evaluated using a statistical “delete one” jackknifing procedure.\(^{18}\)

Of particular practical importance is the minimum domain size for which a percolating system behaves as a continuous material. This is directly relevant to device design as we are able to dictate the smallest feature size which can be produced while maintaining a reliable sheet resistance in AgNW films.

This can be understood by plotting $\ln[\alpha L^{\mu}]$ against $\ln[\alpha]$. As demonstrated by Margolina and Herrmann,\(^{19}\) we find that the data tend to a linear relationship for large values of $x$ (corresponding to large domain sizes and high film densities) and negatively deviate from this trend for lower values (smaller sizes and lower densities). The point at which this deviation becomes significant over many data sets describes the minimum domain size. The trend itself represents the “infinite limit” film behaviour, and can be practically defined in terms of the parameters $m$ and $M'$ derived from $T-R$ fitting of macroscopic films. In order to account for the fact that the values of $m$ and $M'$ will vary between different AgNW materials, it is sensible to plot only the deviations of the data from the large-$x$ trend calculated on a data set-wise basis. This can be shown to reduce to $\ln[R_{S}[T, \infty]/R_{S}[T, w]]$ (see ESIt).

By defining the value $x_{\text{min}}$ as the point at which nanowire films cease to behave in a two-dimensional fashion, we can deduce an expression for the minimum physical feature size $w_{\text{min}}$ for a given nanowire-based device:

$$w_{\text{min}} = \left[\frac{\log \frac{\log \tau}{\log T_c}}{\langle P \rangle / \langle l \rangle}\right]$$
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hence, once a value of $x_{\text{min}}$ is determined and a $T-R$ fit is applied for a given material, it is possible to predict a minimum acceptable feature size for a film which is described by any arbitrary point on the $T-R$ curve of that material.

We see from eqn (4) that $w_{\text{min}}$ is predicted to scale with the parameter $(\langle L_s^2 \rangle/\langle l \rangle)$. By mixing nanowire populations with two different length distributions, it is therefore possible to manipulate the minimum feature size to accommodate different device geometries. Fig. 3(A) shows measured length distributions for the as-received AgNW material as well as material processed by ultrasonication for 180 s. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the fitted lognormal distribution we find that $(\langle L_s^2 \rangle/\langle l \rangle) = (14.0 \pm 0.1) \mu m$ for the as-received AgNWs (consistent with the value obtained from the $T-R$ fit to the data of Fig. 2(A)).

Fig. 3(B) demonstrates the control of nanowire film properties via simple manipulation of the length distribution. The “long” and “short” nanowires are mixed in solution and $T-R$ curves taken. Measurements of $(\langle L_s^2 \rangle/\langle l \rangle)$ are obtained by the same $T-R$ fitting method as shown in Fig. 2(A), and are compared with calculated values derived from the AFM measurements of Fig. 3(A). Also plotted is the approximate transmittance at $100 \Omega^{-1}$.

Fig. 4(A) compares plots of $\ln[R_{S}[T, \infty]/R_{S}[T, w]]$ against $\ln[\alpha]$ for both experiments and simulations, aggregating data taken for each of the mixing ratios of short (sonicated) to long (unsonicated) nanowires shown in Fig. 3(B). The estimated value of $x_{\text{min}}$ is indicated, and agrees well between the experimental and simulation data sets. The data are plotted with five-point moving averages (lines) as well as five-point moving standard deviations (shaded areas). Fig. 4(B) shows a plot of the $T-R$ curve for the 0% mix ratio (as-received AgNW material) alongside the predicted value of $w_{\text{min}}$ from eqn (4) for each
value of $R_S$. Fig. 4(C) plots the transmittance of AgNW films at $100 \ \Omega^{-1}$ (from Fig. 3(B)) with the predicted value of $w_{\text{min}}$ as a function of mixing fraction for the volume ratios considered.

It is evident from the data in Fig. 4(B) that this analysis places a restriction on the size of a film over which a $T$–$R$ data series may be considered reliable; for values of $R_S \geq 10 \ \Omega^{-1}$ (in this specific case) the sample must have a minimum dimension in the range of 1 to 10 cm (for measurements of $R_S$; values of $T$ may be sampled over smaller areas provided that the material is uniformly deposited).
Fig. 4(C) demonstrates the value of mixing short and long nanowire populations. Although it is well established that reducing the mean length of a nanowire population produces qualitatively “inferior” films (in terms of their $T$-$R$ curves), we see here that there is a trade-off available in terms of device design. By sacrificing 1% of the film transmittance at 100 $\Omega \, \text{m}^{-1}$, it is possible to obtain 40% smaller feature sizes in this specific case. This type of compromise may prove important in applications where the feature size and sheet resistance are dominant requirements over the film transmittance.

Thus far we have only considered pristine silver nanowire films. However there are examples in the literature of post-processing used to optimise film properties. It is understood that the NW--NW junction resistance is a dominant factor in determining $R_{\text{ff}}$, as such many researchers have developed processes for reducing the junction resistance. The finite-size scaling effect described in this work is, in a certain sense, a ‘geometrical’ property of the nanowire network at a given density. That is, provided post-processing affects only the distribution of junction resistances (and avoids adding new current paths), at a fixed density the predicted value of $w_{\text{min}}$ should remain unchanged. However the act of lowering the junction resistance allows for the formation of films with equivalent sheet resistance using a lower material density. While this leads to an improvement in $T$-$R$ performance (raising $T$ at a fixed $R_0$), we would anticipate that it will also increase $w_{\text{min}}$ which may be undesirable depending on the application in question. As such there will be a trade-off between obtainable values of $T$, $R_0$, and $w_{\text{min}}$.

Looking towards the most restrictive devices in terms of transparent conductive film parameters, displays such as LCD and OLED panels, we may ask ourselves; what is necessary to make silver nanowires compatible with such applications? Modern mobile devices typically have the highest display resolutions, of 400 to 500 ppi (pixels per inch); this corresponds to a pixel pitch of 50 to 65 $\mu$m and therefore sub-pixel elements are likely to be of the order of 15 to 20 $\mu$m in size. For the material used in this study, we can suggest from Fig. 4(B) that a film with $R_0 \approx 10 \Omega \, \text{m}^{-1}$ and $T = 90\%$ may be able to satisfy that requirement. This performance is comparable to that of state-of-the-art ITO films developed recently. For less stringent display applications such as televisions and computer monitors, where the pixel pitch tends to be higher (resolution between 200 and 300 ppi), we suggest that AgNWs are in principle able to compete with ITO based on this particular consideration. While prior demonstrations of LCD cells using AgNW electrodes exist, we believe that this is one of the first indications that these materials may be compatible with existing device architectures.

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated an analysis of the finite-size scaling behaviour of practical silver nanowire films, considering the effects due to systematic variation of the nanowire length distribution. We find a design rule that allows a restriction to be placed on the minimum feature size used in a device design in order to maintain the sheet resistance of a large area film. As a result, it is evident that there is a trade-off available between film transmittance, sheet resistance, and minimum feature size which can be modified by manipulation of the nanowire length distribution.

We suggest that with a minimum investment in experimental measurements (i.e. collection of $T$-$R$ data series) it is possible to screen different nanowire materials in order to find candidates suitable for a given application, where a device design already exists. Alternatively, such information about a material may be used to elucidate the implications for device design.
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